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We perform a thorough analysis of the experimental dynamic structure function measured by inelastic
neutron scattering for a low-temperature (T50.65 K! four-layer liquid 4He film. The results are interpreted in
light of recent theoretical calculations of the ~nonvortex! excitations in thin liquid Bose films. The experimental
system consists of four outer liquid layers, adsorbed to two solid inner 4He layers, which are themselves
adsorbed to a graphite substrate. Relatively intense surface ~ripplon! and bulklike modes are observed. The
analysis of the experimental data gives strong evidence for still other modes and supports the long-standing
theoretical predictions of layerlike modes ~layer phonons! associated with excitations propagating primarily
within the liquid layers comprising the film. The results of the analysis are consistent with the occurrence of
level crossings between modes, and the existence of a layer modes for which the theory predicts will propagate
in the vicinity of the solid-liquid interface. The theory and experiment agree on the detailed nature of the
ripplon; its dispersion at low momenta, its fall off in intensity at intermediate momenta, and the level crossings
at high momentum. Similar to experiment, the theory yields an intense mode in the maxon-roton region which
is intrepreted as the formation of the bulklike excitation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Films of liquid helium adsorbed to solid substrates have
been the subject of both theoretical and experimental studies
for many years.1 The interest in these systems is due to sev-
eral facts: ~a! in the film geometry more than in any other,
the effects of the short-range structure of the quantum liq-
uid, specifically the hard-core-like repulsion between indi-
vidual atoms, becomes important. The adsorbate is, in the
vicinity of the substrate, highly ordered in the form of indi-
vidual atomic layers; ~b! modern theoretical analytic2 and
computational3 tools are today sufficently refined and effi-
cient that a quantitative microscopic analysis of the ground-
state structure is feasible for these systems. There is little
need to implement hard to control phenomenological input
other that the underlying microscopic Hamiltonian; and ~c!
experimental techniques are sensitive enough to reveal direct
evidence for the microscopic, short-range structure of these
systems.
A full understanding of the low-temperature thermody-
namic properties of 4He films begins with a thorough inves-
tigation of their structural and dynamical properties. Con-
cerning the structural properties, a primary issue is how the
microscopic correlations, stemming from atom-atom and
atom-substrate interactions, will inevitably determine the
various structural phases of solid-layer films, or the layering
which occurs in thin liquid films. Elastic neutron scattering
has provided an excellent experimental method for determin-
ing the structural phases of solid 4He films.4 In the case of
the dynamical properties, one is again concerned with how
the microscopic correlations will influence the excited-state
properties of the film system. Here, considerable work has
been focused on liquid films — as well, it is the concern of
the present work.
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Our goal is to fully analyze inelastic neutron scattering
data, for a four-layer liquid film, obtained at the Institut
Laue-Langevin. An accompanying theoretical paper5
complements this analysis by providing a theoretical basis
for interpreting the results. We defer a more detailed discus-
sion of the experimental system until Sec. III, for now it
suffices to highlight the general characteristics of the film
system. The 4He film was absorbed on a graphite substrate
and the temperature was held at approximately 0.65 K
throughout the scattering experiment. When dealing with
graphite, a word of caution is in order since it is well estab-
lished that the first two layers of helium, adjacent to the
graphite, are frozen at sufficiently low temperatures. The to-
tal surface coverage of these two layers is determined from
elastic neutron scattering4 to be 0.2 Å22. We speak of these
two layers as being inert, and all future discussions of the
film’s coverage will refer to the liquid layers only. Conse-
quently, the four-layer film under consideration consists of
six layers of helium; two are frozen, three are nearly com-
pleted liquid layers, and the fourth liquid layer is partially
complete. To a high degree ~but unfortunately, not total! the
scattering contributions coming from the liquid layers and
the solid bilayer-substrate can be distinguished from each
other. Further discussion of this point will be made in
Sec. V.
Well below a temperature of 1 K, a four-layer 4He film is
in a good regime to probe the dynamical excitations of inter-
est for the following reasons. First, vortex excitations are of
no direct concern since the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition is
well above 1 K for this coverage.6 Second, 0.65 K is well
below the melting temperature7 of the second solid layer
which occurs at approximately 2 K. Third, at this coverage
we are still in the thin film regime. At somewhat higher
coverages, the bulk and surface modes dominate the mea-
sured scattering signal. As discussed below, this reduces the
chances of detecting other modes associated with thin films.
In spite of this there is enough 4He present to allow a quan-
titative data analysis to be carried out. For smaller and
smaller coverages it becomes increasingly difficult to discern
the physical modes from fluctuations in the scattering signal.
Significant experimental and theoretical progress has led
to an increased understanding of the excitations in 4He films.
It is not our intent to summarize these studies here, rather we
only consider some aspects directly relevant to the present
analysis. For thick films, e.g., 100 atomic layers, a bulk
phonon-maxon-roton mode and a surface mode are the main
excitations. Studies of these modes date back approximately
40 years.8
For thin films, ideally less than 6 or 7 layers thick, the
visible ~nonvortex! excitations are more numerous in variety.
Surface modes propagating at the liquid-gas interface are
still present, and depending on whether they are driven by
restoring forces due to the substrate-helium interaction ~or
gravity! or the interfacial surface tension, they are referred to
as third sound and ripplons, respectively. These modes were
first measured, up to relatively large wave vectors, in neutron
scattering experiments carried out at the Institute
Laue-Langevin.9–12 Above a certain coverage a ‘‘bulklike’’
mode develops that will eventually become the bulk phonon-
maxon-roton curve. Experimentally, already by three layers a
precursor to the bulk mode is strikingly present. It is impor-
tant to note that in neutron-scattering experiments there is a
chance that this quasibulk mode will form prematurely be-
cause of capillary condensation; helium tends to pool at the
boundaries of the crystallites making up the substrate. While
there was a period of time when it was thought that these two
modes are the predominant ones, theoretical calculations
soon showed that other modes should also be present,13 and
their spectral strength should be significant. These earlier
works have been followed by many others.14–21 It was soon
determined that the highly layered nature of the liquid film2
allowed certain of these new modes to be identified as propa-
gating within individual layers.22–24 The modes were termed
‘‘layer phonons.’’
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we give
a brief review of theoretical results, and present a qualitative
overview of the general characteristics of the various modes.
We will consider two calculations for the film’s dynamic
structure function: a generalized Feynman theory and a
theory which includes three-phonon scattering processes.
The theoretical details are omitted; we leave the interested
reader to consult Ref. 22 for earlier work, and the accompa-
nying paper5 for the most complete first-principles calcula-
tion done to date. A discussion of the neutron scattering ex-
periment follows in Sec. III. The analysis of the neutron-
scattering experiment is presented in Sec. IV. There, we will
argue that an assortment of modes are in fact seen experi-
mentally. Finally in Sec. V, the results of the data analysis
and theoretical considerations are combined in a discussion.
Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. EXPOSE´ OF THEORETICALLY DETERMINED
EXCITATIONS
In the neutron-scattering experiments described below,
the Born approximation provides the key relation between
the measured differential scattering cross section and the dy-
namic structure function S(k,v):
d2s
dVdv 5
k f
ki
S dsdV D 0S~k,v!, ~2.1!
where (ds/dV)0 is the differential scattering cross section
for scattering from a single constituent, and ki and kf are the
initial and final momenta, k5kf2ki and v are the momen-
tum and energy transferred to the system by the neutron. The
calculation of S(k,v) requires knowledge of both the exci-
tation spectrum En2E0 and the complete set of transition
densities ^Cnur(k)uC0&; as can be seen from the expression
S~k,v!5 (
nÞ0
u^Cnur~k!uC0&u2d~\v2En1E0!. ~2.2!
The zeros in this expression signify the ground state, and
the operator r(k) is the density operator. In the experimental
situation, the scattering is done at approximately grazing
angles relative to the basal planes of the graphite substrate.
To conform to this geometry a dynamic structure function
S(q i ,v), is calculated in the theory, where the relevant mo-
mentum, q i , now lies exactly parallel to the substrate. Since
true grazing angle scattering in the experiment is an ideali-
zation ~due to powder contributions and nonplanar orienta-
tions of the crystallites making up the scattering sample! we
will distinguish the experimental momentum transfer from
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the theoretical q i by denoting it by k . Further discussion of
the theory related to these aspects can be found in Ref. 22.
A good starting calculation for S(q i ,v) in the films is to
use the Feynman theory of excitations25 ~generalized to the
inhomogeneous geometry26!, where the elementary excita-
tions are described by the ground state being modified by
single density fluctuations.22 Experience has shown that in
spite of quantitative deficiencies, the qualitative features of
the model are quite satisfactory. Moreover, for purposes of
viewing the modes, the Feynman calculation is sometimes
preferred since mode damping occurring in more refined
theories5 has the obvious ~correct! effect of mode broadening
and hence reducing the visibility of certain modes. In Fig. 1
we show S(q i ,v), calculated using Feynman theory for a
four-layer film (n50.240 Å22). In this and the following
contour plots, the most intense modes have been reduced to
enhance the visibility of the weaker modes. For a one-to-one
comparison with experiment, we have limited the momen-
tum in the figure to the accessible domain of our data analy-
sis. In the theory, transition densities and the one-body cur-
rents are used to reveal the regions of the film where a given
mode propagates ~for a given momentum! and its physical
nature.22
For q i below 1.5 Å21, the lowest energy mode in Fig. 1
is a ripplon propagating in the vicinity of the liquid-vapor
interface. In this momentum range it has a highly linear dis-
persion relation. This observation implies that multiphonon
processes will have a smaller effect than otherwise, in renor-
malizing this mode — to a high degree the mode will main-
tain its present dispersion even in more sophisticated
calculations.5 At very high energies a mode has started to
develop that has the characteristic maxon-roton shape, al-
though at the Feynman level the coverage is still too low
since the maxon has only started to form. Immediately below
this a second, and fragments of a third, phonon-maxon-roton
curve are visible. To the extent that these modes can be
clearly identified, they correspond mostly to excitations
propagating in individual layers. They have been termed
‘‘layer phonons,’’ where the term phonon generically repre-
sents any layer phonon-maxon-roton-type excitation with
predominantly longitudinal polarization. We note here that
the complication in identifying the nature of the modes in-
creases with increasing energy. At high energy, the Feynman
wave function~s! characterizing a mode has many oscilla-
tions with nodes distributed over space and thus a clear iden-
tification becomes increasingly difficult.
Between these modes there is second mode with disper-
sion resembling the ripplon, but with less strength. At
q i51.6 Å21 there is a distinct level crossing of the ripplon
and the lower-energy layer maxon roton. Since the two
modes propagate in different locations of the film, the modes
distort very little as they cross. Above q i51.6 Å21 the low-
est energy mode is a layer roton propagating in the first liq-
uid layer of the film ~at the solid-liquid interface!. Near
q i51.8 Å21 the ripplon again crosses with the quasibulk
mode, and in the process moves to higher energy and is
reduced in strength.
Three-phonon scattering processes have also been in-
cluded in the calculation of the dynamic structure function5
in the film system. In Ref. 5 this approximation is given the
abbreviation CBF-BW. While the term three-phonon is com-
mon in the literature, it is again somewhat misleading since
the scattering can be between a phonon and ripplon, for ex-
ample. By in large, three-phonon processes do not change
the results significantly from those obtained using the Feyn-
man approximation. In Fig. 2, S(q i ,v), calculated within
this approximation, is shown for the same coverage of
n50.240 Å22. The inclusion of three-phonon processes
does lead to a few notable differences such as a lowering of
the energy of the layer-phonon modes by a significant
amount in the intermediate momentum regime. This is ex-
pected since the analogous situation occurs in bulk 4He,
where three-phonon processes lower the calculated roton
minimum by 25%. As commented above, the energy of the
FIG. 1. The theoretical dynamic structure function calculated
from the Feynman theory of excitations, generalized to the film
geometry. The intensity of the mode is reflected in the shade of the
grayscale. The solid curve is the bulk phonon-maxon-curve calcu-
lated in the bulk Feynman theory. The lowest energy excitation, at
small q i , is the surface ripplon; the highest energy modes below
q i51.8 Å21, are layer modes; and the modes occurring between
these are the intermediate modes referred to in the text. The most
intense layer mode will develop into the bulk phonon-maxon roton.
FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but with three-phonon scattering
processes included. The solid curve is the corresponding bulk
mode, determined at the same level approximation. The lowest en-
ergy mode, at small q i , is again the surface ripplon. The interme-
diate mode has been highly damped by the three-phonon scattering
processes. The high energy modes, are again layer modes, but the
bulk mode is apparently enhanced over that of the Feynman theory.
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surface mode is hardly changed by the three-phonon scatter-
ing. Interestingly, however, there is a substantial reduction in
its intensity for momenta above q i50.8 Å21. As in the
Feynman approximation the surface mode level crosses with
the layer-phonon modes at large momentum. After including
three-phonon effects ~thus giving the modes a means to de-
cay by mode splitting! modes above a certain threshold en-
ergy are broadened and the linewidth indicates the inverse
lifetime of the mode. As a result of this broadening the
nearly linear mode between the ripplon and the layer
phonons is damped to the point where the contours only
show a small portion of it. Nevertheless, the presence of the
mode enhances the broad low-intensity ‘‘background’’ con-
tribution to the scattering intensity.
One final change, occurring by including three-phonon
contributions, is that the maxon-roton region of the quasibulk
layer phonon is enhanced. This is immediately apparent from
the figures, and further supported by the solid curves in these
figures. For the respective approximations, the solid curves
are the 3D bulk modes at a density of 0.022 Å23. This is an
interesting observation for the following reason. In the ex-
perimentally measured S(k ,v), one observes a ‘‘prema-
turely’’ formed bulklike phonon-maxon-roton curve, in the
sense that it resembles a bulk mode that, according to the
Feynman theory, is expected for much thicker films. The
accepted explanation for this was that capillary condensation
at the borders of the graphite crystallites is responsible for
the presence of a bulklike mode even though the majority of
the crystallites are covered with much less 4He. The theo-
retical finding that an enhancement of the roton maxon can
arise simply by including three-phonon processes in
S(k ,v) certainly weakens the need to introduce capillary
condensation to explain this phenomena.
Finally, we mention that in Ref. 5 another approximation
is presented and discussed, which takes into account the fact
that the intermediate states in the three-phonon processes
should be renormalized by further self-energy corrections.
This is achieved by multiplying the Feynman excitations,
that occur in the energy denominator of the CBF-BW expres-
sion, by a single scaling parameter which is adjusted to make
the spectrum agree with the experimental one in the bulk
limit. As a result of that improvement, one achieves near
quantitative agreement between the theory and experiment
for both the energy and location of the roton minimum, and
for the static response function. Because this calculation does
not alter the types of excitations, we will not discuss it fur-
ther here. However, the dynamic structure function obtained
in that approximation will be contrasted to the experimental
one in the final sections of this paper.
III. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
Helium was adsorbed onto a substrate of exfoliated graph-
ite ~Papyex27!. Besides having a powder contribution, Pa-
pyex has oriented graphite crystallites having a 30° ~FWHM!
mosaic distribution with respect to the c axis. The sample
was mounted with the c axis perpendicular to the scattering
plane. For the experimental run that generated the data ana-
lyzed here, the system was held at a temperature of 0.65 K.
Experiments were carried out at several other temperatures
but the results will not be analyzed here for reasons ex-
plained below. Spectra obtained from the sample cell before
any 4He was adsorbed were used as background and sub-
tracted from the spectra of subsequent measurements with
adsorbed 4He.
The first layer of helium, under the pressure of the second
layer, had an areal density28 of 0.115 Å22. It consisted of
312 cc ~STP! of 4He. The average coherence length deduced
from the diffraction peak of the first layer was 300 Å. This
gives the average size of the graphite crystallites. The
second layer had a density of 0.095 Å22, and subsequent
layers were taken to have areal densities of 0.078 Å22. Us-
ing these values, one can convert from coverages to layers.
The film analyzed here had a liquid layer coverage of 0.239
Å22 which, by using 0.078 Å22 per layer, translates into
slightly more than three-completed layers. It is important to
note that the coverage of the outer layer, estimated by this
means, has a fairly large uncertainity. In Ref. 5 the theoreti-
cally determined density profile for the film is shown. There
it is evident that the fourth layer of a film with total coverage
0.240 Å22 is closer to being half complete. This implies that
the film is probably too thin for the standard conversion fac-
tor ~0.078 Å22 per layer! to be reliable.
The inelastic neutron-scattering experiments were per-
formed on the time-of-flight spectrometer IN6 at the ILL
with an incident wavelength of 5.12 Å. The detectors were
located in an angular range that correspond, for elastically
scattered neutrons, to momentum transfers between 0.254
Å21 and 2.046 Å21. The energy resolution depended only
slightly on the momentum transfer; a good estimate of it is
0.6 – 0.7 K.
The dynamic structure function is typically expressed as a
function of the momentum k and energy \v transferred to
the system from scattered neutron. Technically, however, the
experimental scattering function is not measured along lines
of constant k but rather along lines of constant scattering
angle f , subtending the incident and final momenta in Eq.
~2.1!. Along the elastic line (\v50) the corresponding mo-
mentum ke , and f are simply related: ke52kisin(f/2),
where the incident momentum ki51.227 Å21, correspond-
ing to the incident wavelength, is fixed in the experiment.
Off the elastic line the relation between these two quantities
is \v dependent but in the energy-momentum regime where
the scattering intensity in the films is significant, constant
f and constant k maps are nearly identical. Consequently, in
the figures below, the momemtum variable stated is the elas-
tic momentum.
IV. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present our analysis for the scattering
data measured in the experiment. The experimental dynamic
structure function for the four-layer film is shown in Fig. 3.
Each horizontal line is at a different momentum, the lowest
and highest being 0.25 Å21 and 2.05 Å21, respectively. Two
modes are most apparent. The low-energy, low-momentum
mode is a ripplon, and the other ~higher-energy! mode with
significant weight is the ‘‘bulk-like’’ phonon-maxon roton,
mentioned previously. To a good approximation, although
not completely,11 this mode has dispersion roughly agreeing
with the experimental bulk mode at saturated vapor pressure;
it has a roton gap of approximately 8.6 K, for example. For
energies below that of the ripplon, and at low momentum,
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little scattering takes place. Above the bulklike phonon-
maxon roton, a uniform background of scattering intensity is
evident and arises from multiphonon processes. Between the
phonon-maxon-roton excitation and the ripplon, there is a
plateau in the scattering intensity. To make further progress
we quantitatively investigated the scattering function. This
was done by attempting to fit the true modes with Gaussians,
and the background with a smooth polynomial. In doing so,
we found that some of the above statements must be modi-
fied. We now summarize our analysis and then proceed to
the actual results.
The determination of the best fit of S(k ,v) for a fixed k
began first by attempting to define the multiphonon back-
ground. The next step was to simultaneously vary the num-
ber of Gaussians and their linewidths. After it was decided
that the appropriate number of Gaussians were found, our
fitting algorithms were given full liberty to determine the
best fit parameters ~the locations of the Gaussians, their
strengths and linewidths, and the background polynomial!.
An additional important criterion for the overall best fit was
that continuity in the fitting parameters must be preserved
when going from one fixed k scan to the next. This proce-
dure was repeated many times in search of the best possible
fit to the data.
We had two important guides for choosing the back-
ground to be a smooth polynomial.
~i! First, our theoretical work on films in Ref. 5 shows that
if three-phonon processes can be taken as representitive, then
for energies and momentum of interest here, the background
is quite structureless. In fact from the zero-temperature
theory, most of the apparent background comes from the
superposition of the tails of the lines shapes of the true
modes. Due to the large instrumental resolution, this effect is
even bigger in the experimental case but it must be stressed
that this is not the contribution to the background referred to
in our data analysis. Rather, the background is the total scat-
tering function minus the Gaussian contributions. It is pre-
cisely these subtracted contributions that are found to be
small and structureless in the theory.
In this context, it is interesting to contrast the film to the
bulk system. In the bulk case there is non-negligible scatter-
ing ~structure! observed at energies approximately equal to
twice the roton energy and also at energies equal to the sum
of the roton and the maxon energy. The well-known29 origin
of this scattering is from large contributions to the two-
particle density of states ~DOS! coming from the single-
particle DOS of the roton and the maxon. In the film the
situation is different. Only at very low coverage, where a
single mode carries most of the strength, is the analogous
scattering observed. For thicker films, the large number of
modes having gradual dispersion ~and thus a large DOS!
apparently smears out this effect to the point where it con-
tributes no distinct structure at the energies and momentum
of interest here.
~ii! Second, although not reported here due to complica-
tions in the analysis, we also examined, on a qualitative
level, experimental neutron-scattering data for temperatures
above 1 K. Observing the temperature variations of the
S(k ,v) provided a useful tool for identifying multiphonon
effects. This was especially useful in understanding the scat-
tering that was observed in the experiment at energies below
the ripplon and the layer roton. Invoking our three-phonon
theory, energy and momentum conservation at zero tempera-
ture says that there should be no multiphonon scattering be-
low these modes. Consequently, the question arises to
whither that should be true at a temperature of 0.65 K. By
rough comparison of the runs done at different temperatures,
we concluded that that scattering intensity in that low-energy
region is highly temperature dependent and would probably
not survive an extrapolation to zero temperature. Thus, the
scattering in this region was associated with multiphonon
effects and not true modes. This conclusion may appear to be
inconsistent with low-temperature bulk studies but we hasten
to point out that the scattering strength of concern here is
many orders of magnitude less than the scattering strength in
the bulk studies. For example, S(k ,v) for the bulk roton in
our full cell experiment was 4 – 5 orders of magnitude stron-
ger in intensity than the scattering strength in this region.
Consequently, such a small amount of scattering will easily
go unnoticed in a bulk experiment.
Our conclusions of this study are that ~i! a smooth poly-
nomial is satisfactory and ~ii! that the parameters of the poly-
nomial could be determined by fitting the magnitude and the
slope of the high-energy data above the quasibulk mode, and
the low-energy data below the ripplon and layered mode.
Separate trial fits with three, four, and five Gaussians
were tested. The theory shows that one should not expect the
number of Gaussians to be constant for a given coverage, but
rather certain modes only have significant strength at higher
momentum. This consideration was taken into account when
we analyzed the data; specific details will be given in the
discussion below.
Determining the proper linewidth for the Gaussian fit
functions was also an important task. An extensive number
of different widths were sampled, but in the final analysis
only linewidths close to the experimental instrument resolu-
tion were taken as reasonable. The primary guide for choos-
ing acceptable linewidths came by fitting the two prominent
modes — the ripplon and the bulklike mode. Mild linewidth
variations arose when the fitting functions were made to
comply with these modes as they varied from one point in
(k ,\v) space to another. This gave the linewidths a slight
FIG. 3. Experimental dynamic structure function determined for
a four-layer liquid film (n50.239 Å22), at T50.65 K. Each curve
represents a different momentum, with the lowest and highest being
k50.25 Å21 and k52.05 Å21, respectively.
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~but generally well-known! momentum dependence; regions
where the dispersion curve is relatively flat ~the maxon and
roton being the well-known examples in the bulk experi-
ments! will have slightly larger measured linewidths, for ex-
ample. The only working hypothesis available to us, which
we believe is nevertheless the only reasonable one, was to
assume that a good fit of the prominent modes implied that
we could use the similar linewidths for the less pronounced
modes. The theory gave no reason for assuming otherwise;
no calculated modes have a linewidth nearly as large as the
instrumental resolution. We assert that this approach pro-
duces an overall good fit — when the lesser intensity modes
protrude out of the background plateau they are typically fit
quite well by this procedure. Note also and as expected,
these linewidths provide a correspondingly good fit to the
full cell phonon-maxon roton. This concludes our summary
of the analysis but before proceeding to the details, we stress
that to within reasonable variations of parameters, the repre-
sentive fit discussed now ~and shown in the figures! is quite
robust for the ripplon and bulklike mode at all momenta. For
momentum above 1.4 Å21 the fit is believed to be equally
reliable for all the modes, given that the background polyno-
mial is the approprate one ~again, to within reasonable varia-
tions!.
Figures 4–8 show S(k ,v) for fixed k . In each figure we
show the raw experimental data; a ~second-order! polyno-
mial fit to the multiphonon background; and a set of Gauss-
ians, with linewidths set at approximately the experimental
resolution of the detector. The sum of the contributions from
the Gaussians and the background polynomial is also plotted
in each figure, but in most cases it is hidden by the experi-
mental points, indicating the overall quality of the fit. As
discussed, during the fitting procedure the Gaussian strength
and location, and the polynomial trial functions were varied
simultaneously to achieve the overall best fit.
We now consider our results. Since the strength of the
majority of the modes increases with k ~with the ripplon
being the important exception! the logical progression for
our discussion is to start at high k and work backwards.
From the experimental viewpoint, Fig. 6~d!, and Figs. 7 and
8, are the most significant ones in this paper — as we will
see momentarily, they support for the first time, rather un-
ambiguously, the existence of modes that undergo level
crossing in thin 4He films. In these figures each S(k ,v) is fit
with either four or five Gaussians, each with non-negligible
strength. At k52.05 Å21 five Gaussians are need to achieve
a good fit to the data. The background provides a nearly flat
contribution to the overall intensity. One Gaussian totally
consumes the central peak which has the energy of the bulk
roton. Four less intense Gaussians flank that, and form the
observed shoulders in the data. The HWHH is approximately
the experimental instrument resolution for each Gaussian. At
\v'0, the observed intensity jump arises from the graphite
Bragg peak, and is not related to the liquid film. The back-
ground polynomial encompasses the very low energy lip in
the range, 2 K <\v< 4 K. As stated above, our confidence
that this lip should be associated with the multiphonon back-
ground, and not a real mode, comes by studying the tempera-
ture dependence of S(k ,v). Parenthetically, a full quantita-
tive analysis, similar to the one we give now, was not
possible at elevated temperatures that were also probed dur-
ing the experiment, thus we refrain from anything other than
qualitative statements. By focusing on the experimental
S(k ,v) for energies between 0 K <\v< 6 K, in the vicinity
of k52 Å21, it is clear that the lip is highly temperature
dependent; at higher and higher temperature the lip extends
FIG. 4. Low momentum S(k ,v) for ~a! k50.50 Å21, ~b!
k50.60 Å21, ~c! k50.70 Å21, and ~d! k50.80 Å21. The 1 sym-
bols are the raw data, the solid and broken curves are fits to the
multiphonon background and the physical modes. The sum of the
background and Gaussians is also shown in each plot, although
usually hidden by the data points.
FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, with momentum ~a! k50.95 Å21, ~b!
k51.10 Å21, ~c! k51.30 Å21, and ~d! k51.40 Å21.
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to lower and lower \v . Indeed, it is reasonable to believe
that the lip will nearly vanish at zero temperature, up to
\v'4 K. In this way, we reason that the lip should be
associated with the background. In fact the lowest mode fit-
ted with a Gaussian is very weak and not without suspicion,
for the same reason. Proof that this is likely to be a real mode
comes from the observation that its intensity is significant
over a range of momenta. On the other hand, the mode be-
tween 5 K <\v< 8 K is quite resilient to changes in the
temperature, i.e., at T50.65 K, its intensity profile is not
expected to differ appreciably from that of T50.
Proceeding to smaller k , the next observation of impor-
tance is made at k51.95 Å21, where the primary peak in the
data is broadened beyond the width where a single Gaussian
will consume the total intensity. This is a sign that the ac-
claimed bulklike mode is not a single mode for all k , but
rather comes from a contribution of several modes. For dis-
cussion purposes it is convenient to tag this large intensity
mode with a label; we will refer to it as the primary mode.
Decreasing k further one finds, in the momentum range 1.70
Å21<k<1.75 Å21, that the primary mode can no longer be
distinguished from its neighbors. To make further progress in
sorting out the various modes we must proceed to lower k .
The small intensity maximum at approximately 11 K in
Fig. 7~a!, is important as can be seen from Fig. 6, where the
same mode has considerably more strength. We can now
attempt to put these observations into perspective by jump-
ing to low momentum and observing how the primary
mode evolves as k increases. We propose that at
k51.50 Å21 the high energy, intense mode is the primary
mode. Near k51.55 Å21 it begins to level cross with a sec-
ond, less intense mode. At k51.60 Å21 it continues to cross.
Note that the extremely low strength mode at \v'13.5 K, is
not believed to be significant. Finally, at k51.65 Å21, the
primary mode has completed the level crossing. In light of
this trend we now return to Fig. 7~a! to see that the natural
explanation for the Gaussians in this figure is that the pri-
mary mode level crosses for a second time with yet another
mode. There it maintains its position relative to the other
modes, up to at least k52.05 Å21.
One must not lose sight of the fact that the above discus-
sion is nothing more than an interpretation to the fits of the
experimental data. Credibility to this interpretation can be
FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 4, with momentum ~a! k51.50 Å21, ~b!
k51.55 Å21, ~c! k51.60 Å21, and ~d! k51.65 Å21.
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4, with momentum ~a! k51.70 Å21, ~b!
k51.75 Å21, ~c! k51.80 Å21, and ~d! k51.85 Å21.
FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 4, with momentum ~a! k51.90 Å21, ~b!
k51.95 Å21, ~c! k52.00 Å21, and ~d! k52.05 Å21.
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gained in two ways. The first is that the scenario agrees well
with theoretical calculations ~Sec. V and Ref. 5!. The second
is by looking at the entire S(k ,v) constructed from the
Gaussian fits. This is done in Fig. 9; the corresponding con-
tour plot is shown in Fig. 10. In these plots the background
polynomial is subtracted out, and the Gaussian widths are
artifically reduced to enhance the mode visibility. Especially
from the contour plot, one achieves the impression that the
primary mode does exhibit the above described level cross-
ings.
We have also included in the figure, the SVP bulk mode
for comparison ~the solid curve!. It is clear that the primary
mode is the developing bulk phonon-maxon-roton mode, but
as already pointed out in previous work,11 the maxon has
slightly less energy than the experimental bulk maxon; even
for lower coverage films the maxon’s energy is a feature in
the data that can be accurately followed. As discussed in Ref.
11, the maxon gains energy with increasing coverage for
these lower coverage films. This further supports our state-
ment that we are still in a coverage regime where this mode
is most appropriately classified as being the precursor to the
bulk mode. Equivalently, the less intense modes flanking the
quasibulk mode are not negligible in the maxon-roton re-
gime.
We now return to the low and intermediate momentum
regimes. Here, because of substantial fluctuations in the ex-
perimental data, the actual fitting procedure was more diffi-
cult and more uncertain. Obtaining a fit completely free of
doubt was not possible. For example, forcing five Gaussians
produced artificial distortion in the overall fits in the ripplon
and maxon. On the other hand, four Gaussians produce the
rather strange mode-kink observed near k51.2 Å21. The
relevant figures are Figs. 4 and 5. We will provide two
speculative reasons for this in the next section, but a com-
plete answer will require further experimentation. Two facts,
however, do remain unchanged by the various attempted trial
fitting functions, and these will now be commented on. Our
first observation is that the ripplon, which was measured suc-
cessfully down to k50.25 Å21, is easily followed below
k51.0 Å21 but loses intensity for higher k . The second is
that in this momentum range there is little doubt that modes
exist other than the ripplon and quasibulk mode. Note that in
Figs. 4 and 5 the lowest ~highest! energy mode is the ripplon
~quasibulk mode!. The Gaussians between these two modes
are the modes that we are referring to.
V. EXPERIMENT AND THEORY COMPARISON
Finally, we are in a position to compare the experimental
fitted data with the theoretical S(q i ,v). Already several
comments above have been made in this regard but they will
be summarized here for completeness. We follow the outline
where we first discuss the ripplon; second, the intermediate
energy modes; and third, the quasibulk mode. For the most
part, Figs. 2 and 10 are the relevant ones in the following
discussion. An analogous discussion that is slanted towards
the theoretical side can be found in Ref. 5.
The qualitative and semiquantitative agreement between
the experimental and theoretical ripplons is the following, in
both cases.
~i! There is a small but obvious energy gap between the
higher energy modes and the ripplon at very long wave-
lengths ~not shown in the figures!. The longest wavelength
probed experimentally had momentum k50.25 Å21.
~ii! At low momentum the ripplon has significant strength
but loses much of that strength in the vicinity of
k51.0 Å21.
~iii! The ripplon level crosses twice, first with the lowest
energy layer-maxon roton, and second with the developing
bulk mode. It then continues to high energies. This interpre-
tation of the data comes from the theoretical analysis by
studying the transition densities and the one-body currents.
There it seen that the nature of the mode at \v' 18 K, and
k52.0 Å21, in Fig. 2, is the same as the low energy ripplon.
From Figs. 4–8, there is little doubt that intermediate en-
ergy modes exist between the ripplon and the quasibulk
mode in true liquid 4He films. As stated numerous times, this
is in complete agreement with theory. A semiquantitative
comparison in the range of k<1.5 Å21 and intermediate en-
ergies, is hampered somewhat by the fact that the experimen-
FIG. 9. The dynamic structure function constructed from the
Gaussian fit functions. The background function has been sub-
tracted out and the Gaussian widths have been narrowed to enhance
the visibility of the modes.
FIG. 10. A contour plot representation of the S(k ,v) in Fig. 9.
The solid curve is the experimental SVP bulk phonon-maxon-roton
curve superimposed on the contour plot. For momentum below
k51.60 Å21 the lowest energy mode is the ripplon. ~See text for
further discussion.!
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tal and theoretical modes are weak. In the theoretical plot,
Fig. 2, the remanents of a mode are still seen, especially near
k51.3 Å21 and \v 5 12 K. Unfortunately, the contour plot
gives slightly the wrong impression since it looks as though
the ripplon at k51.1 Å21 is pointing towards the high en-
ergy finger of this mode near 12 K. However, from the cur-
rent and transition densities it is easily verified that the mode
in the vicinity of 9 to 10 K is the true continuation of the
ripplon.
In the experiment ~see Fig. 10! two intermediate energy
modes have been followed by the fitting analysis. The lowest
energy mode has the greater strength of the two. This brings
us back to the cause, alluded to in the previous section, of the
kinks observed in both modes at k'1.3 Å21 and then again
at k'1.6 Å21. We can give two speculative reasons for this
behavior. The first is that there may exist other modes that
arise because of the substrate, and that these interfere slightly
with the liquid modes. The most well known is the so-called
flat modes that result from multiple scattering off the
substrate-liquid system. In very thick films, this does not
introduce any real complication; multiple scattering between
the liquid roton excitation and the graphite Bragg peak pro-
duces a dispersionless ‘‘flat’’ mode with energy of roughly
the roton gap energy and an intensity which is orders of
magnitude less than the bulk mode. In thin films it remains
unclear that multiple scattering modes should be as easily
discernable from the liquid modes. Applying the same scal-
ing factor of the strength of the bulk roton to the bulk flat
mode, to the film modes, one would conclude that the flat
mode should be insignificant in the films as well. If this
scaling argument is correct then a second explanation is nec-
essary. This comes from the theory. Careful inspection of
Fig. 2 shows that there are three layer modes, with intensities
varying with k and \v . The lowest energy mode of this set,
near k'1.8 Å21 and \v'11 K, is a layer roton that is
propagating in the dense liquid layer at the solid-liquid inter-
face. In this figure there remains sufficient scattering inten-
sity in this mode to trace it back to lower k values. The
important point is that this mode must level cross with the
intermediate energy mode at k'1.4 Å21 — approximately
the same k where the kink is observed in the experimental
modes. Thus, we speculate that the correct cause of the kinks
in Fig. 10 is that layer modes must level cross with the
intermediate-energy modes in this vicinity, similar to the
theoretical prediction. If this remark is confirmed by future
experiments with better energy resolution, then indeed the
agreement between theory and experiment is impressive.
Finally, we comment on the quasibulk mode and the
modes above the quasibulk roton. The three-phonon approxi-
mation yields a 3 K discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment ~for example, for the maxon!. This energy difference is
expected from the corresponding bulk calculations, done at
this level of approximation. Adding more scattering pro-
cesses will push the theoretical energy further down, thus
reducing the discrepancy, but has little consequence other-
wise. The addition of three-phonon processes lead to an en-
hanced scattering intensity between momentum in the range
1.4 Å21<k<1.8 Å21, and thus improve the agreement with
experiment. It is interesting to note that in the accompanying
theoretical paper5 modes in that regime have spectral weight
that extends over the full thickness of the film, indicating
their bulklike nature.
The solid curve in Fig. 2 also coincides well with a mode,
between 0.4 Å21<k<0.9 Å21, but we see that this mode
can be identified as a layered phonon. It is likely that as the
film thickness continues to increase, this mode will evolve
more and more to a bulk phonon.
Finally, we note that, mode for mode, there is quite good
agreement between theory and experiment for momentum in
the range 1.6 Å21<k<2.0 Å21. The obvious exception is
that there are two experimental modes below the quasibulk
roton. The lowest energy mode of the two has very low
intensity, as can be seen from Figs. 7 and 8. We are led to
three possible explanations. First, it is not a true mode in the
sense that it will not survive at zero temperature. ~Recall the
discussion given in Sec. IV.! Second, this is the lowest en-
ergy layer roton that propagates in the high density first liq-
uid layer. The next higher energy mode is either a second
layer roton, but one that propagates in the next adjacent
layer, or possibly even the ripplon. In either case it has an
energy lower than that predicted by the the dynamical theory
discussed here. According to the theory ~Fig. 2!, the next two
higher energy modes are the ripplon and a layer mode, and
have energies at approximately the quasibulk roton energy.
The third explanation is that this is a true mode, but not of
the type examined by the present theory. Indeed the vortex
theories of Saarela30 has predicted a mode with similar en-
ergy.
By looking at the results of our dynamical theory5 that
includes self-energy corrections to the three-phonon scatter-
ing processes, we can provide partial evidence that favors the
second explanation. At the heart of the scaled CBF-BW ap-
proximation is the idea that further self-energy corrections
can be incorporated into the CBF-BW framework by renor-
malizing the Feynman excitations. Technically, this was
achieved by multiplying the Feynman excitations, that occur
in the energy denominator of the CBF-BW expression, by a
single scaling parameter which is adjusted to make the spec-
trum approximately agree with the experimental one in the
bulk limit. In Fig. 11 we see directly from the dynamic struc-
ture function determined by this higher-order theory ~same
FIG. 11. Theoretical dynamic structure function, S(q i ,v), cal-
culated with self-energy corrections to the three-phonon scattering
processes.
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coverage! that now two modes have energy below the qua-
sibulk roton. The lowest energy mode remains to be the layer
roton that propagates in the first liquid layer, while the next
higher energy mode is, in fact, the ripplon. Finally, it is
instructive to convolve these modes with the experimental
instrument resolution function; this has been done in Fig. 12.
In doing so, we achieve a favorable comparison between the
experimental ~Fig. 3! and theoretical results.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
From our analysis of the experimental inelastic neutron-
scattering data, plus guidance from our theoretical work, we
have made significant progress in understanding the actual
excitations occurring in real 4He films. Our analysis supports
the idea that a variety of modes exist, and that level crossings
occur between them. We conclude that these results are ex-
tremely promising and have prompted new investigations us-
ing neutron scattering to help answer the remaining ques-
tions. Overall, the agreement between the experimental and
theoretical excitations is very satisfying. The theory captures
the detailed nature of the ripplon; the dispersion at low k , the
fall off in intensity at intermediate k , and the level crossings
at high k . The inclusion of three-phonon processes leads to
an appreciably better agreement with experiment, over the
Feynman theory, in the maxon-roton region of the forming
bulklike excitation. At intermediate energies and momenta
one finds modes in the experimental data which are in quali-
tative agreement with the theory. The accompanying paper
gives the details of a multiphonon theory.5 Besides giving a
discussion of the three-phonon theory of the dynamic struc-
ture function, this work also involves incorporating yet
higher-order scattering processes by effectively including
higher-order self-energy corrections.
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